OUTDOOR DESIGNATED PUBLIC FORUM MAP

Per University Policies 6:7 & 6:8

OPEN SPACES

Outdoor areas available for spontaneous (no reservations needed) expression of students and staff of the university, as well as their guests. Reservations are required for activities with 50 or more participants expected. Those with reservations have privilege to the space over those without a reservation.

BY RESERVATION

Outdoor areas that may only be used for personal expressive activity with a reservation. These are the only areas available for the general public to use for expressive activities. University entities have priority; reservations are otherwise on a first-come, first-served basis. Please contract Central Reservations (688-4022) for more information.

NONPUBLIC

These outdoor areas do not permit personal expressive activity in any form as they are used for critical university purposes, such as research and drainage, or they have unique safety requirements for entry, are not reasonably accessible or they contain sensitive habitat.

Please review University Policies 6:7 and 6:8 for more terms and conditions.
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